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ABSTRACT
Information﻿ technology﻿ (IT)﻿ tends﻿ to﻿ be﻿ viewed﻿ as﻿ ancillary﻿ to﻿ core﻿ government﻿ functions.﻿
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1. INTROdUCTION
They’ve been overpaid, underpaid and not paid at all – now one teacher has been paid for being in 
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2. THE CASE STUdIES
2.1. Novopay and the Schools Payroll1
Novopay﻿was﻿a﻿fully﻿outsourced﻿(i.e.﻿software﻿and﻿staff)﻿payroll﻿system﻿to﻿be﻿provided﻿by﻿the﻿private﻿
company﻿Talent2.﻿ It﻿ replaced﻿ the﻿(also﻿fully﻿outsourced)﻿Datapay﻿system.2﻿The﻿business﻿case﻿for﻿









120,000﻿staff.﻿ It﻿ is﻿also﻿a﻿complicated﻿payroll.﻿The﻿Ministry﻿ is﻿ responsible﻿ for﻿providing﻿payroll﻿
services,﻿ but﻿ individual﻿ schools﻿ (around﻿2,500﻿of﻿ them)﻿ are﻿ the﻿ employers﻿ for﻿ payroll﻿ purposes.﻿
Schools﻿differ﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿their﻿size,﻿their﻿number﻿and﻿speciality﻿of﻿payroll﻿administrators﻿and﻿the﻿IT﻿
systems﻿that﻿they﻿use.﻿A﻿combination﻿of﻿collective﻿and﻿individual﻿employment﻿agreements﻿generate﻿
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The﻿Australian﻿Customs﻿ and﻿Border﻿ Protection﻿Service﻿ (Australian Customs)﻿was﻿ already﻿
using﻿Morpho’s﻿SmartGate.﻿Before﻿introducing﻿SmartGate﻿into﻿NZ﻿airports﻿NZ﻿Customs﻿borrowed﻿








SmartGates﻿ through﻿to﻿2020.﻿Reflective﻿of﻿ the﻿good﻿relationship﻿between﻿the﻿counterparties,﻿ the﻿
agreement﻿also﻿included﻿terms﻿for﻿a﻿Biometric﻿Research﻿Partnership﻿(Safran,﻿2015).
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To﻿ review,﻿ history﻿matters﻿ in﻿ project﻿ outcomes.﻿Yet﻿ far﻿ too﻿ often﻿ history﻿ receives﻿ too﻿ little﻿
attention﻿and﻿governments﻿are﻿not﻿realistic﻿about﻿what﻿it﻿means﻿for﻿service﻿delivery﻿and﻿outsourcing.﻿
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The﻿Ministry﻿wanted﻿to﻿change﻿the﻿schools﻿payroll.﻿However,﻿it﻿failed﻿to﻿effectively﻿use﻿its﻿window﻿
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The﻿Ministry﻿did,﻿at﻿ times,﻿ recognise﻿ its﻿skill﻿deficits﻿and﻿contract﻿external﻿support﻿ (Jack﻿&﻿
Wevers,﻿2013).﻿However,﻿overall,﻿Ministry﻿staff﻿lacked﻿the﻿commercial﻿and﻿contractual﻿nous﻿needed﻿
to﻿manage﻿a﻿complex﻿IT﻿project.﻿ It﻿ is﻿also﻿worth﻿making﻿ the﻿ link﻿between﻿poor﻿commercial﻿and﻿
contractual﻿practices﻿and﻿transaction﻿costs.﻿Poor﻿practices﻿were﻿a﻿major﻿reason﻿why﻿the﻿Ministry﻿
found﻿itself﻿over﻿exposed﻿to﻿the﻿market﻿based﻿transaction﻿costs﻿identified﻿in﻿section﻿four.
NZ﻿Customs,﻿ on﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ demonstrated﻿ sensible﻿ commercial﻿ practices﻿when﻿ it﻿
introduced﻿SmartGate.6﻿It﻿started﻿with﻿a﻿clear﻿understanding﻿of﻿its﻿environment﻿and﻿its﻿“business﻿
needs”﻿ –﻿ international﻿ passenger﻿ numbers﻿were﻿ increasing,﻿ airport﻿ space﻿was﻿ limited﻿ and﻿
processing﻿ times﻿needed﻿ to﻿be﻿managed.﻿This﻿ resulted﻿ in﻿a﻿ solid﻿business﻿case﻿ for﻿what﻿was﻿
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needs﻿ to﻿be﻿given﻿by﻿government﻿ to﻿specifying﻿ in﻿contractual﻿ terms﻿ the﻿socio-technical﻿ interface﻿
for﻿IT﻿projects﻿(Maguire,﻿2014)﻿and﻿to﻿making﻿sure﻿that﻿interfaces﻿meet﻿real﻿users’﻿needs.﻿This﻿is﻿































4.﻿﻿ Government﻿should,﻿as﻿manager﻿rather﻿ than﻿producer,﻿ intentionally﻿develop﻿the﻿contract﻿and﻿
commercial﻿skills﻿that﻿will﻿allow﻿it﻿to﻿effectively﻿service﻿its﻿citizens;
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5﻿﻿ Williamson﻿identifies﻿small﻿numbers﻿(of﻿producers)﻿and﻿/﻿or﻿counterparty﻿opportunism﻿as﻿reasons﻿for﻿





7﻿﻿ Market﻿ based﻿ transaction﻿ costs﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ completely﻿ eliminated.﻿ In﻿ pursuing﻿market﻿ solutions,﻿ the﻿
government﻿must﻿accept﻿at﻿least﻿de minimis﻿exposure.
